
Outside of Time: 
Location, Legibility & Abstraction in 
Nadia Haji Omar’s On the Wall Commission  

On the Wall: Nadia Haji Omar is the fourth installment of its annual commission of artworks created 
directly on the walls of PC–G’s Reilly Gallery. As part of an interdisciplinary initiative at the College 
to explore the rich traditions of large-scale artworks and to develop new scholarship around the mural 
format, Nadia Haji Omar, a Sri Lankan multimedia artist living and working in Rhode Island, has 
transformed the exhibition space with mirrored surfaces and her signature alpha-numeric abstraction.

Haji Omar has long used artwork to explore sociopolitical subjects, such as cultural hybridity and the 
transformation of language, and to visually address philosophical challenges of the human condition. She 
frequently combines the practices of painting, drawing and fabric dyeing with text-based imagery, usually 
based on ancient and/or non-Western scripts. The simplest incarnations of letterforms in her work reveal 
their true nature: they are forms first, letters second and words last. Each pictorial manipulation of a 
letter or number tests the connective tissue of its form. In transforming a letterform into a shape or vice-
versa, Haji Omar demonstrates how that visual representation is only as strong as the imagination and 
consensus of the community for whom a line might signify the number one or an O might indeed stand 
for a circle. These variable permutations of abstraction and legibility are the source of an alphabet and a 
script’s dynamism, and Haji explores the liminal space between them in so much of her artwork.

Gazing at Haji Omar’s paintings conjures a sense of being outside of time. Their visual and stylistic 
gestures to pattern-based abstraction of the 20th century, combined with various techniques pulled from 
a millennia’s worth of Middle Eastern and South Asian decorative art, makes them difficult to date. For 
this reason, perhaps, her work resonates with the deep sense of calm that can only be imparted by the 
most beautiful, or unfathomable, artifacts of consciousness—think sacred sites, lush fauna, the human 
body in all its visual and molecular complexity. Across multiple thresholds of the familiar (from the letters 
of various alphabets to oblique religious architectures and the structures of biological forms), the artist 
uniquely renders the visually recognizable into intricate compositions of an almost alchemical order.

Past works by Nadia Haji Omar (left to right): “Untitled,” 2016, Acrylic and dye on canvas, 24 x 18 inches; “Deep 
Sea Topography,” 2015, Acrylic, ink, and dye on canvas, 18 x 14 inches; “Sawd,” 2017, Acrylic and dye on canvas, 
24 x 20 inches (60.96 x 50.8 cm). All images courtesy the artist and Kristen Lorello, NYC.

Detail images of the mirror-wall poetic verse/graffiti (left) and the feminine figure frescos (right) at Sigiriya.

For the On the Wall commission, Haji Omar takes inspiration from Sri Lanka’s ancient rock fortress 
called Sigiriya, an architectural wonder where there was once a wall so highly polished the king could 
see himself whilst walking alongside it. Made of brick masonry and originally covered in gleaming 
white plaster, the purpose of this so-called “mirror wall” may have been to reflect the adjacent frescoes 
of sacred feminine figures. It has since lost its sheen, now partially covered with centuries of poetic 
verse and graffiti scribbled in various modern and ancient languages, some dating from as early as the 
sixth century. 

In the solo presentation at Providence College Galleries, Haji Omar simultaneously alludes to 
the uniquely complex cultural history of Sigiriya as a built and natural environment replete with 
overlapping religious narratives, artistic styles, and the calligraphic traditions of local languages, 
among others. The responsive result—a section of five large paintings facing a wall of mirrored mosaic 
tiles—is a composite of styles and a progression of Haji Omar’s research-based artistic practice around 
convergent cultures, especially those spawned in the greater Middle East and South Asia and then, in 
one way or another, transported to the West. 

Integrating elements of Sigiriya’s past and present visual state, Haji Omar has designed a mural project 
for that, in some ways, defies the logic o f a mural as something to be looked at and taken in. By tiling 
one wall with thousands of mirror fragments directly opposite another wall hung with sections of 
large paintings made with pastel-colored dyes and featuring almost-abstractions, she shows the viewer 
something otherwise invisible—their own body as it relates to the artwork. In this case, the viewers 
body, like the frescos of feminine figures and the reflection of the king at Sigiriya, intersects with the 
visual and linguistic narratives tied up in the paintings. The blink of an eye, wave of a hand, swish of 
a piece of clothing is reflected and layered in with the letters and units of two Brahmic scripts that 
comprise the Sinhala and Tamil languages written in Sri Lanka and beyond. A small city in the tiniest 
of these United States becomes part of a narrative linked to an ancient wonder in a little country in 
South Asia. 

With reference to the three major languages spoken in Sri Lanka—Sinhala, Tamil and English—Haji 
Omar’s project also alludes to the wide-ranging subject of conflict in Sri Lanka, which has been divided 
by decades of civil war and tensions. She asks fundamental questions about the very ideas embedded 
in language, like: What are the potential meanings behind different symbols? How are these altered or 
discarded in divisive social contexts? Such questions are continuously imperative because language is 
not just what humans speak. Entire cultures are framed by it. Societies are socialized by it. Expanding 
on this sentiment, the literal self-reflection of Haji Omar’s mirror wall reminds us that language is also 
key to the notion of imagining, constructing and reflecting the internal and external self. 

           Jamilee Lacy
           PC–G Director and Curator
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Nadia Haji Omar lives and works in Warren, Rhode Island. Her work has been the subject of solo 
exhibitions at Kristen Lorello, NY, and Saskia Fernando Gallery, Colombo, Sri Lanka, and included in the 
following group exhibitions: Plus One, curated by Melanie Kress, Sideshow Gallery, Brooklyn, NY, 
[Old / New] Psychedelic Providence, curated by Jamilee Lacy and sponsored by Providence College 
Galleries, Tiger Strikes Asteroid, Chicago, IL, and You Don’t Bring Me Flowers, curated by Quang Bao, 
68 Projects, Galerie Kornfeld, Berlin, Germany.  Haji Omar received a Master of Fine Arts from the 
School of Visual Arts in 2014 and a Bachelor Arts from Bard College in 2007.

During the installation of this On the Wall commission, Haji Omar lost a friend. 
In honor of friendship, she dedicates the project to Kelly Carney Gallagher (3/14/91-4/22/18).

ABOUT PC–G

Providence College Galleries (PC–G), with the support of the Department of Art & Art History at 
Providence College, presents exhibitions and public programs focusing on contemporary art, innovative 
artistic practice and interdisciplinary cultural activity. Operating within two gallery spaces and across 
Providence College’s campus, PC–G supports the educational, service and community-oriented mission 
of the College with dynamic visual arts productions, including those that foster audience participation, 
cross-departmental collaboration at the College, and cultural exchange at local, national and international 
levels. PC–G ultimately strives to produce projects by artists and intellectuals who demonstrate how 
and why creative practitioners are vital forces in promoting diversity and shaping contemporary global 
culture.

On the Wall: Nadia Haji Omar is organized by Jamilee Lacy, PC–G Director and Curator. It is generously 
supported by an anonymous donor and the Department of Art & Art History at Providence College.


